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J be a directed set filtering to the right and {Z,, t e J} be an increasing net of 
sub<r-algebras of X. For E-valued Pettis integrable random variable X, define 
vector-valued measure X . /x :  2; --> E by (X . /x) (A)  = IA X d/~L. Denote the variation 
of vector measure X . /x  by I X . /x  I. 
Theorem. The following are equivalent; 
(i) Banach space E has Radon-Nikodym property. 
(ii) For every probability space (~, .Z,/.L), every uniformly integrable martingale 
( Xt, Zt, J) of Pettis integrable random variables converges in Pettis norm, if set function 
sup,[Xt- ~1 is tr-finite on (J2, -'~to) for some toC J. 
(iii) For every probability space (g~,.,~,/.t), every uniformly integrable amart 
(Xt, ~,t, J) of Pettis integrable random variables converges in Pettis norm, if set function 
suptIX~ "/~l is o'-finite on (g2, .Z,o ) for some toe J. 
An Improved Subadditive Ergodic Theorem 
Thomas M. Liggett, University of California, Los Angeles, USA 
Kingman's subadditive rgodic theorem is one of the most useful and widely 
applicable limit theorems in probability theory. Even so, there are a number of 
potential applications which seem to be subadditive in some sense, but yet do not 
satisfy Kingman's hypotheses. To handle these examples, Kesten and Hammersley 
developed the theory of superconvolutive distributions. One disadvantage to their 
approach is that it yields almost sure convergence only along an exponentially 
growing sequence of times. To get convergence along the full sequence, it is then 
necessary to use a separate argument, often based on monotonicity considerations. 
In this lecture, we present an improved version of Kingman's theorem which unifies 
these two approaches. His hypotheses are weakened in such a way that they are 
satisfied in many of the situations which were previously treated via the supercon- 
volutive theory. Examples which will be mentioned are the first birth problem for 
branching processes and the analysis of edges in oriented percolation and the contact 
process. The proof of the theorem involves a rather simple reduction to the additive 
case, where Birkhoff's ergodic theorem can be applied. 
Mean Ergodic Flows in Banach Spaces 
Takeshi Yoshimoto, Toyo University, Kawagoe, Saitama, Japan 
In ergodic theory dealing with limit behavior of discrete and continuous emi- 
groups of operators on Banach spaces, the (C, 1)-limits have been given satisfactory 
formulations (1971 Chatterji's theorem in the discrete case and 1976 Masani's 
theorem in the continuous case-c f .  Eberlein's 1976 note on Masani's theorem). 
This fact naturally raises the question of whether or not other generalized limits 
